
WISDOM SESSION

Who Not How
Whenever you imagine a bigger and better future, there’s a problem. You don’t currently know how to achieve the 

goal, because it’s bigger and better than your current situation and capabilities.

If you are like most people, the fi rst thing you do when you imagine a bigger future is ask yourself: “How do I 
achieve this goal?”

Although this question seems intuitive, it’s actually the worst possible question you could ask (assuming you want 

to be happy and successful).

Yet, this “How” question is what you’ve been taught to ask your whole life. Our public education system is entirely 

based on “How.” We’re taught fr om a young age that we need to do everything ourselves. We’re taught that getting 

help fr om others is “cheating,” and something we absolutely shouldn’t do.

But what if you asked a diff erent question?

What if the instant you had a new goal in your mind, rather than procrastinating and feeling fr ustrated, rather 

than going through the slow and lonely process of achieving your goals by yourself, you could immediately experi-

ence a surge of energy and excitement? What if you could consistently achieve bigger and more powerful results, 

without having to do all the work? What if you could imagine and accomplish multiple huge goals at once?

That’s where Who Now How comes in.

A NEW AND BETTER QUESTION

If you’re ready to realize a much bigger and more powerful future, then you must stop asking yourself, “How can I 
accomplish this?” 

That question, although common, leads to mediocre results, fr ustration and a life of regrets.

A much better question is: Who can help me achieve this?”

The simplicity of this new question—”Who can help me achieve this?”—may deceive you at fi rst glance. Think about 

this for a second:

What would happen in your life if you asked this question about everything you wanted to accomplish?

What would happen if you asked this question about everything you’ve been procrastinating to do?

“We’re taught fr om a young age that we need to do everything ourselves. We’re taught that getting help fr om 
others is “cheating,” and something we absolutely shouldn’t do.”



WISDOM SESSION

• How would your goals change if you could fi nd people—Whos—that could help you achieve everything

you wanted in your life?

• How would your confi dence change if you had several Whos producing the results with you?

• How would your time be spent if you were no longer the one doing everything?

• How would your income change if you could achieve all your goals, and not just some of them?

• How would your sense of purpose expand if you had brilliant Whos that made your goals easier to

accomplish?

• How would the quality of your relationships change if you could invest more time and money into

those relationships?

What if you had access to anyone you wanted to learn fr om or collaborate with?

Can you even imagine that?

If you can imagine that world, then you are starting to understand Who Not How.

- Dan Sullivan

David Trent believes that wisdom comes fr om continually seeking to learn and grow through relation-

ships and reading, which leads to personal development.  In an eff ort to inspire learning in others, Da-

vid Trent sends out weekly Wisdom Sessions.  He recommends purchasing and reading any book source 

used in these Wisdom Sessions.
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“Where there is no guidance, a people falls, but in an abundance of counselors there is safety.”  – Proverbs 11:14


